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Company Synopsis:
Nexus Minerals Ltd (ASX:NXM) is a well-
funded resource company with a portfolio of
gold projects in Western Australia and a
well-credentialed board, assisted by an
experienced management team. 
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Nexus Minerals lauds positive results from
Bethanga porphyry copper-gold fertility study

Nexus Minerals Ltd (ASX:NXM) has welcomed a positive outcome from a
fertility study on its Bethanga Copper-Gold Project in northeast Victoria, which
indicated the tenure is highly prospective for a porphyry copper-gold system.

The prospective porphyry target zone covers an 8-kilometre by 3-kilometre
area, with a high-priority target zone of 3-kilometre by 1.5-kilometres.

NXM has already identified several targets to investigate and has
started planning a diamond drilling program based on aeromagnetic and
ground magnetic survey results.

Soil geochemistry has also indicated the presence of a porphyry system with
evidence of trace element enrichment expected from the upper levels of such a
system.

Anomalies point to porphyry system

"Whilst very early in our porphyry copper-gold exploration activities at
Bethanga, it is hugely satisfying to see such positive results at this early stage,"
Nexus Minerals managing director Andy Tudor said.

"To have multiple coincident anomalies all indicating the presence of porphyry
style mineralisation within a magmatic-hydrothermal system is a great start.

"We look forward now to completing our diamond drill hole program planning."

Led by veteran geologist Dr Dennis Arne of Telemark Geosciences, Nexus has
combined data from magnetic surveys, soil and rock sampling, and an
examination of the local lithologies and elemental associations to determine
Bethanga's prospectivity.

NXM believes it has identified the primary core of the system to be "invariably magnetic" and has produced several high-
priority drill targets from its efforts, which will aid in planning an upcoming diamond drilling program.

In Lachlan Fold Belt

The Bethanga porphyry copper-gold project lies within the East Lachlan Fold Belt (ELFB), which has an endowment of
more than 13 million tonnes of copper and 80 million ounces of gold.

It hosts the Tier 1 Newcrest Cadia-Ridgeway deposits that represent some of the world's most profitable producers. In
addition, the ELFB hosts the long-life mining copper-gold operations at Northparkes and Cowal.

The project is around 50 kilometres east of Albury and is near the Victoria-NSW border.
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Proactive Investors facilitate the largest global investor network across 4 continents in 4 languages. With a team of analysts
journalists & professional investors Proactive produce independent coverage on 1000's of companies across every sector for private
investors, private client brokers, fund managers and international investor communities.

     Contact us +61 (0)2 9280 0700 action@proactiveinvestors.com.au

No investment advice

Proactive Investors Australia Pty Ltd  ACN 132 787 654 (the Company, we or us) provides you with access to the content set out above, including any news,
quotes, information, data, text, reports, ratings, opinions, images, photos, graphics, graphs, charts, animations and video (Content) and this website (the Site)
on the terms set out in this disclaimer, together with all other terms and conditions, disclaimers and other notices displayed elsewhere on this Site.
                       It is important for you to know that:
                       (a)	none of the Content is, or is intended to be, general or personal advice
                       (b)	the principal purpose of the Content is to provide factual information only and to comment on news; 
                       (c)	the Content does not contain or imply any recommendation or opinion intended to influence your financial decisions, including in respect of
any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction or investment strategy, and must not be relied upon by you as such; 
                       (d)	in providing you with the Content, we have not considered your objectives, financial situation or needs; and
                       (e)	you should make your own enquiries and obtain your own independent advice prior to making any financial decisions. 
                       The Content contains data (including but not limited to prices, statistics and calculated information) obtained from a variety of third party sources
(Third Party Data). The Company does not make any representation or warranty that any of the Content, including the Third Party Data, will be reliable,
accurate or complete. The Company disclaims all responsibility and liability arising in any way from any errors or omissions in the Content, including the Third
Party Data, including any loss you may incur in connection with any action or decision made by you in reliance upon the Content or Third Party Data. 
                       In certain circumstances the Company, its related bodies corporate, or their affiliates, may have received, or be entitled to receive, financial or
other consideration in connection with providing information about certain entities on the Site, which may include the above Content. 
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